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pōətrē 
 
 

Flashing – Scott Lu 

The night breeze bites my skin with frost, 

Just as the heat waves of the day tried to scorch them. 

Neon lights of hotels and bars 

Advertising their respective services in  

green, yellow, pink, and blue. 

Even at this hour, the honking of irritated drivers 

Is ubiquitous and unending, 

Threatening to burst through 

The air congested in itself. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photography in Words – Andrea Bustillo 

 

Indecisive winds ricochet off crisp waves 

onto trees that sway left and right  

like Stevie Wonder. The sky bleeds 

a perpetual hue of blues, accompanied by  

abstract, white clouds splattered tediously 

along the canvas. In contrast, an immense 

lighthouse faithfully provides great shade 

for a bed of iron gates.  
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Eternally Overcast – Scott Lu 
 
The sky is grey in China. 
 

The radio blares a droning voice, 

And though the weatherman’s forecast predicts sunshine, 

Monotone fog obscures the light  

shrouding the day’s lone star in a fatal mist that slowly, 

greedily, 

consumes the waning rays. 

 

Just as my grandfather’s kind eyes 

Of yesteryear are marred by the cursed glaze 

That meticulously eats away at his vision. 

Dimming the lights until there is only nothing 

And the dark abyss into which everything fades. 

 

The sky is grey in China. 

As grey as the clouds in my grandfather’s eyes. 

 

 
 

 

 

Noon in the City – Yongyu Chen 

 
the sun: a wasted red, 

in a pot of hot metal, 

the wind, 

stretched like gluey fizz: 

somehow, 

kicking the clouds along 

 

I lie breathless on a fat steel bench, 

cars pass like trickles, 

my mouth 

is open and I let the 

exhaust coagulate, 

slow, 

like thick dark clay 
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Dry Feet – Mollie Wohlforth 

 

When the sky fell, 

and we had to wade  

knee-deep through the clouds,  

it meant the world that 

you offered me a piggy-back ride 

to keep my toes dry, 

and that for once,  

as I clung to my throne upon your back,  

the full choir of hallway whisperers 

had to look up to me, 

perched high in your safety. 

They could not pull me into the fog,  

because you were there as 

they fumbled through  

the fingers of gray mist below.  

 

When you faltered,  

I breathed my love 

into your ear, onto the 

baby hair on the back of your neck. 

That love, that breath 

was 30% oxygen, 70% relief 

and 100% thankful 

to you for choosing 

me 

over dry feet.  
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Climactic – Andrea Bustillo 

 

I lay in bed, cuddled up 

with your expired scent. 

Beneath layers of tasteless 

winter wear, your name  

was stitched on the left of my chest.  

 

I squinted at the once- 

purple, lively lilac bundle 

you gave me 

last spring, telling me, 

“They represent our youth.” 

Then I glanced at the heathers  

and heard your voice: 

“These embody my admiration 

for you.” 

 

The day was dreary  

but the sun was emblazoned  

on the center of the Boreal Forest, 

its deer and raccoons. 

The hibiscus absorbed   

all the life I carried. 

 

And the only way I was able 

to discern your near-perfect 

eyelashes and wrinkled forehead 

was on this wet pillow 

where I planted my head, 

and where I will revolve. 
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A Middle Age Mom’s Response to a Daycare Center’s 

Shenanigans - KJ Hannah Greenberg 
 

Teetering on a stepstool, vying for penultimate, or best position, 

At the local campus’ daycare center, one chubby baby slipped. 

The spot nearest her face smiled blood, as did some linoleum. 

Mama, unaware, two buildings away, spewed rhetorical mores. 

 

Social anthropology, promoting the illusion of gender disparity, 

In traditional religious groups, remains the framework employed 

To: rationalize the rescue of earthworms from puddles, ice, snow, 

Practiced suzerainty, plus assess employer chirality/relative merit. 

 

Matte yellow hummingbirds compete with iridescent purple ones; 

My window box’s lavender, parsley, also rosemary, blooms call 

Across valleys, look worth feathery fights from crepuscular fey, 

For sagging breasts, wrinkled skin, empty nests, insomniac nights. 

 

We middle-agers lacking the sense to stay dumb, keep embracing  

Waterlogged sentiments, even when Childhood Education majors,  

Interns, hazard accidental death for any dear ones entrusted to them. 

Bad habits, electronic distractions, sleep-deprived moments add up. 

 

Seems, we wives tired of defending old, overstretched stomachs, 

Complain little about unannounced bathroom intentions, prefer 

Donating kidneys, ignore parenting troubles, tribulations, stress, 

Pose for life drawing classes, eat French fries with cheese gravy. 

 

The largest sort of shame, cheap, poor quality, otherwise tawdry, 

Packages social goods such that tattling on grade school buddies, 

Those kids deigning to rub flour paste on teachers’ coat hangers, 

Forces us to smirk facetiously, cast off helplessness’ tears, shrug. 
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Online Housewife Evaluations - KJ Hannah Greenberg 
 

She was able to fly away and land in the midst of interpersonal negotiations, 

Those sorts of bits that embrace good character, but mix “safe” behaviors with 

gasoline, 

Never calming down after her online housewife evaluations got forwarded. 

 

Replies to queries about her presence of mind, public relations sites, other nonsense, 

Also, traditional approaches to dusting, hiking in the woods, documenting burnt cake 

failed; 

So many pocketed cell phones got gnawed on by her Aussie Doodle dog. 

 

Considering that rethinking carpool strategies, corporate takeovers, plus grocery lists,  

Couldn’t bring her children home earlier, conquer government interns, make short 

work of baking,  

Her taxes, especially those forms squiggled during colic-filled night, shriveled. 

 

Just as every unmopped droplet of grime became, too quickly, so much extra laundry, 

Her “employer’s” suggestions, demands from a fellow ousted for insider trading, 

theft, fraud, 

Made wonky any residual findings provided by media crews, detectives, associates. 

 

His buddies continued to insist that no woman above the age of menses should pout, 

That wives never need include peaceniks, domestic divas coteries, tea parties experts 

in their hours, 

But the universal propensity for equipment maintenance won. 

 

In brief, rent suited when it came to overnight trysts. Purchase power, however,  

Remains preferable for carnal acts filed as permanent byways and marked by 

decisiveness. 

The departing matron smiled weakly, while tracking flour through the back door. 
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Postmenopausal Polar Bears - KJ Hannah Greenberg 

 
Postmenopausal polar bears tend to avoid muskegs. 

Warm environs ill-suit aged mamas inclined toward 

Flensing dinner. 

 

She-bears equipped with ansibles, globally actualize self-importance. 

The value of females fully living ventilates gals beyond  

Embracing externally-defined roles. 

 

Most races, even reconstituted ones, still cleave to misguided rubrics. 

“Daughter,” “mother,” “wife,” stymie women jettisoning past 

Anchoring intellectual ambitions. 

 

Integuments, nonetheless, insist on “natural emotional coverings.”  

Marmots, ursus, plus humanity, reach vapor pressure when 

Singing peer esteem’s advantages. 

 

Herd compassion brings benefit, supplies kinetic energy enough to move 

platforms. 

Hetairas redact more quickly than do ice flows in the course of  

Questioning staged living. 

 

Furries, as well, boldly foray into shared salutations, offer eructation at will.  

Meanwhile, the public disregarded of mindless others hurts only after 

Shimmying away hope. 

 

To wit, synchronizing peace remains as attractive as swallowing Eskimo gorges.  

Bone, shell, ivory, minus viscera, yield elevated levels of self-honesty given 

Escaping bandits. 

 

Entire lands forget women’s perspicacious nature, profess excessive prosaic 

didacticism. 

Menfolk inclined toward lachrymose displays fail to score whenever 

Crying, raping, otherwise “revenging.” 

 

Arctic Circle denizens, tough to the edge of their fur, are obliged to kill what’s 

gormless. 

Archipelago hunts necessarily cull the weak unlike 

Opining over sniveling monsters. 
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Washed Away - Grace Haselhorst 

 

Hope 

swallowed by the sea. 

He knew, 

he had always known,  

such efforts would not, 

could not, 

prevent 

what was now,  

as he had just decided,  

the beginning 

of the end. 

 

He staggered upwards, 

spitting savagely. 

Sharp winds, 

numbing pain. 

His head pounding, 

he steadied himself. 

 

He hesitated, 

breathing deeply. 

He gripped the rail 

at the edge of the deck. 

He stared. 

He could not tell 

the ocean  

from the sky. 

 

Sickly gray, 

the ocean 

snatched the rail 

he had been clutching. 

He watched it fall 

and tumbled downward. 

 

He laughed sourly, 

turned away  

from the water 

to face 

uncertainty. 

 

Purpose 

he had none, 
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searching 

for symbolism 

in these last moments. 

 

Heartbeats slowed. 

Time stilled. 

The deck empty. 

Acceptance. 

Loss. 

Light  

shifted. 

 

Boat rocking, 

crashing, splintering, 

shaking, sinking. 

He paced, desperate. 

 

He was not,  

had never been 

religious. 

He had never felt regret 

until now. 

It would have 

been nice to have 

something, anything 

to believe in. 

 

Promise. 

Defeat. 

Watching his ship 

wash away 

with the waves. 

Dense saltwater, 

ankle-deep. 

He stumbled again. 

 

Thunder. 

Crooked smile. 

Flashing water. 

Rising hull. 

He should not, 

could not, stay 

on the deck any 

longer. 
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Engine dead. 

Mast fallen. 

Nowhere to go 

but down. 

Still, 

he stood.  

 

A longing sort of 

grief. 

He had not wanted 

to die alone. 

Years later, no one 

would remember 

his name. 

Even now,  

he could not 

remember why 

he was aboard. 

 

He had known 

it was possible. 

Perhaps probable. 

But death at sea 

only happened 

to lesser 

men. 

 

Anger. 

Cheated. 

of life, 

love, 

happiness. 

Tomorrow, 

too late. 

 

First shock 

of sea.  

Final 

breath.  
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To My Generation: Words Are Metal – Andrea Bustillo 

 

Like handling eggs,  

we must manage words with care, 

and choose them with a keen eye. 

 

Be cautious of the tongue,  

for it has an excess chunk of power.  

 

Words can be as comforting as the stuffed 

bear I’ve had since birth,  

yet harder and colder than  

a cot at the Camillus House.  

 

Words are loyal, intricate  

human belongings: summer’s  

legs and spring’s kisses.  
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Revival From Death – Weldon Sandusky 

Sisyphus exhausted pumps  

     the knob. 

Pill-colored chairs vanish 

A mind disconnected 

A body languished  

Eyes resurrected, to see 

The horror of a little 

Silent war. 

 

Ulysses righting wrong 

Look at him, so strong. 

So Suzy dumpy Christian 

Shirts. 

That’s right, light, JAM 

   the signal. 

Try. I’m warning you. 

I am! 

 

Poe, Melville—See the  

New Age Man      (name ). 

I roar with electronic giggles. 

Sit there quite still 

“Revival from Death” 

Like dead in all kinds 

Of books, with all 

Kinds of memories of  

The great War—belted 

Gas, and Early morning 

Ambush, harikari 

Fashioned Emily—a cheap 

Little drone. Eye 

Android strong pursuing  

The whale bubbling 

And leaps white and   

Big at the blank 

Screen-page. See, they’re 

Real, quite. Quiet. 
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ALL THE BIRDS ARE LEAVING #67 - Darren C. Demaree 

 

Coiled red, we are always trying 

to escape our last escape attempt 

from the embarrassment we feel 

 

for feeling so selfish when asked 

about the possible storm of our own 

end.  When we are headed back 

 

to the carbon, our response  

is personal, but why?  Release! 

Say, after what was everything 

 

that you knew, I wish for you 

to feel no clock other than the first 

& I hope you never care more 

 

about your own collapsing eyes 

than you do about the spectacular 

forces that gave you a narrative. 
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ALL THE BIRDS ARE LEAVING #68 - Darren C. Demaree 

 

Curse of the window, 

I am a part of the world 

& I am incredible 

 

& thick with loneliness,  

as I see so many epics 

developing without me 

 

& that is the sort of fear 

that removes joints  

from men.  I was afraid 

 

of being broken 

& then, I was afraid  

of never being whole. 

 

Now, when I see a leak 

of  beasts, escaping into 

the sky, I flap my arms 

 

& believe whatever  

I can believe when I am, 

when my body moves 

 

so rapidly that intent 

becomes the last part 

of my given nature. 
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ALL THE BIRDS ARE LEAVING #69 - Darren C. Demaree 

 

Shrug the oil, 

intimate as it  

can be, before 

 

the ecstatic dip 

of time waterfalls 

away your best 

 

dirt.  You will  

dig the mess 

during this art- 

 

ful loss of body, 

but you will love 

that moment 

 

when someone, 

even yourself, 

believes wholly 

 

that your ripple 

is actual beauty 

being delivered. 
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Doorway to Nowhere – Scott Lu 

 

The rotted wooden frame leaned against the trunk 

With brass hinges rusted through, beckoning 

No one 

To cross its pitiful threshold. 

All I can see is 

a wretched shade of former glory. 

 

In those gilded ages it must’ve held a 

Magnificent door fitted with the gentle curves 

And golden flowers of grand Victorian design. 

The single opulent portal to some mystical palace 

Of renown most high. 

 

Now the mass of peeling paint and splinters 

Leads me to no place but  

The caustic reality from which I came. 

 

 

Pulsation – Scott Lu 

If you lower your head down to the ground, 

And press your ear against the maple leaves, 

I guarantee that you’ll most likely hear 

The steady sounds of an earthen heartbeat. 

For the autumn soil seems to undulate, 

Lifting the ground with every sigh it heaves. 

 

But recently its breath grows faint and sparse, 

As winter comes to whisk its life away 

With gelid air into a frozen hearse. 

I strain my hearing to the lowest depths, 

but “thump thump thump” fades into nothingness. 
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pho·tog·ra·phy 
 

 

Trapped in Yesterday’s News– Amy Wood 

 
 

Eat Your Words– Amy Wood 
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Adventure Awaits– Amy Wood 

 
 

 

Streets of Ice– Isli Sarai 
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Crooked Charm– Helena Najm 
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China Town, San Francisco– Belle Carlson 

 
 

Welcome to the Jungle– Arah Ko 
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flash·fiction 
 

Requiem – Cory Bradley 
 
 The Odeum is a dualistic venue, richly illuminated with steady electric 

light yet seething with ill repute. A nauseating concoction of sweat and sick 

spills from the earthen stage where drunken patrons, baying and howling like 

wolves on a mountaintop, crowd the contending musicians. 

 One man alone is appalled by this disgusting display. His eyes and 

hair, black as the moonless sky, blend with the darkness of the corner where 

he waits impatiently, fussily adjusting his kidskin gloves to form to his 

unnaturally long fingers. He is known as Alessandro Stellazi, and he is a man 

to be feared.  

 Alessandro is a sartorial wonder of brushed silk; he wears a cravat 

dyed imperial purple, a stiff-collared shirt dark as lampblack and a pinstriped 

suit and waistcoat of gunmetal grey. Each article of his ensemble is expertly 

tailored to his strangely sinuous body, a result of the procedure that has 

made him so dangerous.  

 A surge of applause swells from the shameless spectators as two 

stagehands drag away the lifeless body of the losing musician, a once-lovely 

harpist. Before the next instrumentalist is invited to challenge the victor, the 

house surgeon emerges from behind the stage curtain to first tend to the 

champion violinist.  

 Alessandro stiffens in anticipation of this brief cessation of bloodlust. 

The audience scatters to quickly cater to their neglected vices and he 

withdraws from his shadow, his leather-bound footfalls disguising his 

approach to the forsaken stage. The surgeon is just as he remembers: a 

maternal woman with soft, aged features that belie her brutal, uncommon 

skill. Her hair is styled in plaits of gold and silver and her skin is as fair and 

delicate as Alessandro’s own. 

 Alessandro clears his throat. 

 At the innocuous sound, the surgeon’s complexion blanches. “In the 

name of Valentine,” she whispers, turning away from the weary musician to 

meet Alessandro’s midnight eyes. “You…you are…” 

 “The last,” Alessandro says in a shockingly prepubescent voice, the 

feminine pitch forever frozen at the time of his gelding. 

 “Castrato,” the ragged violinist gasps. 

 “It was their punishment,” says the surgeon unapologetically. She 

steels her nerves and rises to her full height. “Your brethren were dangerous. 

You should thank the Composers that they only ordered their vocal cords 

severed; I could have killed them.” 

 “You should have killed them,” Alessandro says. 

 Deep Alessandro inhales the sickening air, expanding his lungs to fill 

his malformed ribcage. The Odeum falls silent as Alessandro begins to sing. 

Even as the surgeon falls to her knees and her heart hemorrhages in her 

chest, she cannot help but cry at the unspeakable beauty of her requiem. 
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Max – Caroline Moore 

 
 Over the past eighteen years, I have been brazen and petrified and 

boiling and glacial, but I have never, ever been cool. A mass of contradictions, 

my life remains inconducive to conformity and indifference. I’m a studious 

introvert who loves big parties, a free-spirited yogi governed by rigorous self-

discipline. Saturday, I am a boxer and Sunday, a ballerina. I contemplate 

religion and The Divine Comedy while sliding on newly waxed floors in my 

dad's Notorious B.I.G. dress socks. I hate conflict, but I don’t hesitate to 

confront injustice.   

 I was always different from those around me, and it made me feel 

important. But in my Catholic high school where the girls all seemed the 

same, I often felt isolated. Then I met Max. 

 It was Friday night, and I stood in the crowded basement of my friend 

Sam’s house. Six of us formed a circle, talking about anything, everything. 

“Claire wants to be an actress,” Kate mentioned her friend almost 

sympathetically. “I keep telling her it’s pointless.” Four voices murmured in 

agreement, but I was suddenly uncomfortable. “I always wanted to be a 

Tenenbaum,” I joked, scratching at the chipped paint on my nails. Glancing up 

to meet confused  stares, I shook my head, returning my attention to the 

jagged blue lines of varnish before I heard him behind me. His voice was 

almost lost in the thumping bass that reverberated off the wood- 

paneled walls and filled the spaces in conversation. Almost. “Me too. Me 

too.” 

 I turned, he winked, and twenty minutes later we had known each 

other forever. We escaped the basement chaos through a side door and 

ended up in the middle of a sloping yard. The summer air was balmy and 

sweet, and we lounged on a verdant blanket as the sun melted into the 

horizon. Foaming clouds tumbled and flowed, waves in an unseen sea. And 

we talked. About the future and how scary it is, and how exciting it is, and 

how scary it is. We discussed authors, TED talks, music, politics, fainting 

goats, and everything in between. Our opinions were ironically opposed for 

two people who got along so well, but we challenged each other, sharing 

more similarities than we realized. He ranted about foreign policy; I ranted 

about apathy. “For God’s sake,” I said,” Be mad! Be witty! Be passionate! Be 

wounded! Be outrageously free! Be fiercely content! But don’t be tepid, don’t 

be nothing.” He didn’t look at me like I was crazy, only smiled and shook his 

head.  

 We were blunt and loud and craving adventure, and he was a mass of 

contradictions, too. He taught me that everyone was, if they only allowed you 

to look deep enough. And as I sat there, it hit me. Slowly at first, then all of 

the sudden, until there was no going back. Like falling asleep or boiling water. 

It wasn’t an epiphany, some profound or life-altering revelation. But I realized 

that I wasn’t so different after all. And it didn’t mean I wasn’t unique. It only 

meant I was never alone. 
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Ken - Megan Taban 
 

He believed that his nose was astronomically huge. I always thought it looked 

just fine, but Eddie obviously didn’t agree with me.  

 

One incision led to another.  

 

Five rhinoplasties. Four injections on the front portion of his cheeks. Three 

silicone injections into the soft tissues of his face.  Two sessions of silicone on 

his chin, “to give prominence in my profile”, he’d say. Solid silicone bicep 

implants. Solid silicone tricep implants. Chest implants. Twelve sessions of 

silicone on the buttocks. A coronal bone shave. Incisions on the ears. Botox.  

 

One hundred and twenty one surgeries.  

One hundred and fifty thousand dollars.   

 

Before his many surgeries, Eddie and I broke up by the time he’d received his 

sixteenth. To be honest, I loved him more than I could ever love another, 

including myself. Since my families shared blood meant nothing to me, he 

was all that I had. My only caregiver, my only advice giver, and my only friend. 

After his thirty-fourth surgery we got back together after he agreed to see a 

doctor. I had a feeling that all of these surgeries would become threatening to 

his health. 

 

The doctor examined his plastic-filled face and asked if he would take of his 

shirt so he could analyze his newly put chest implants. I noticed that there 

was still an indentation of a leather belt on his lower back. Surprisingly, most 

of his smaller marks had faded away. Eddie fret when he caught the doctor 

staring at his scary lash.  

 

After the doctor explained his concern for Eddie’s mental state, he reasoned 

his desire for all of this surgery as a Body Dysmorphic Disorder. Eddie denied 

any type of excessive concern for his body image.  

 

“I don’t have any bad thoughts about my appearance. My nose surgeries 

were a necessity, but the rest is purely my wanting.  This has nothing to do 

with looking perfect, so I certainly don’t have a disorder. You both must be 

delusional. These surgeries are my art form and a way to be creative. I look at 

my body as a way of sculpture.”  

 

Denial.  

 

As much as the doctor and I convinced him to stop, he refused to let go of the 

knives and needles. By his one hundred and second surgery, his story went 

viral.  

 

Headlines pronounced: “Eddie, the Human Ken Doll” 
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By then he had charming cheekbones carved into the upper sides of his face, 

just the right amount of pouty in his lips, eyebrows that arched like a pair of 

falcon wings in flight, a nose without an imperfection in sight, and faultlessly 

rounded pecks. He was actually quite beautiful.  

 

On a typical day out occupied by stares of either astonishment or disgust, 

Eddie suggested that I let his surgical doctor perform on my lips. He thought 

my upper lips were a tad too small in comparison to my bottom lips. It’s not 

that he thought I was ugly or something; he was just convinced that one small 

adjustment could make a difference for the better. At first I refused to 

consider it, but after much thought I decided that it couldn’t hurt.  

 

By the time he was on to his one hundred and twentieth surgery, I was onto 

my first.  

 

One incision led to another.  

 

One hundred and one surgeries.  

Ninety two thousand dollars.  

 

Headlines pronounced: “Barbie and Ken”  
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The thrill is gone - Samantha Memi 
 
Bedroom. Sunlight. Bed. Woman. Cigarette. Smoke. 

 

Kitchen. Coffee maker. Man. Tray. Plate. Croissant. 

 

Bedroom. Bed. Woman. Tray. Man.  

Man: Your eyes are looking darker. 

Woman: I'm getting old. 

Woman. Tray. Coffee. Croissant. 

Woman: Thank you. 

Man: Bye. 

 

Car. BB King. Man.  

Man: Work work work. All I do all day is work. 

 

Bedroom. Woman. Skirt. Top. Shoes.  

 

Office. Desk. Computer. Man. Click click click. 

 

Supermarket. Soap. Bread. Marmalade. Pizza. Beans. Milk. Woman. 

Woman: Why does he never get tired of pizza? 

 

Office. Man. Computer. Phone. 

Man: Hello, Acme insurance. 

Caller: My account has been debited £32.00. I normally only pay 29. 

Man: Can I have your account number? 

Caller: It’s… 

Click click click. 

 

Café. Table. Chair. Coffee. Woman. Friend. 

Friend: So she's 6 months gone, and where’s he? 

Woman: Where is he? 

Friend: No one knows. 

 

Car. Man. Start. Stop. Start. Stop.  

 

Kitchen. Microwave. Ping. Woman. Man. 

Woman: Nice day? 

Man: Not too bad. 

 

Living room. Sofa. Man. Woman. Cigarette. Smoke. TV. Gun shots. Screeching 

tyres. Screaming. 

Woman: I met Gina today. 

Man: Did you? 

Woman: Just for a coffee. 

Man: Oh? 
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Woman: Carol’s pregnant. 

Man: Who’s Carol? 

Screeching. Shouting. Gun shots. 

 

Bedroom. Bed. Man. Woman. 

Man (thinking): I used to love her.  

Woman (thinking): He never wants me now. 
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creative non·fiction 
 
Her Closet – Cindy Choi 

 

The button closest to the neck of my crisp white shirt is starting to 

get on my nerves. It has been only two minutes since I put it on and already I 

am feeling edgy about how I’m going to survive tonight’s dinner. This shirt 

would last no longer than the other garment my mom forced me to put on 

before it. White, knitted, long-sleeved, over the knee, and loose all around—

it could practically have been for my grandma.  

I hear the clock ticking steadily behind me. The consistent beat of the 

machinery is so unchanging, so stable. My hairline threatens to create beads 

of sweat. Mom will notice. With one hand, I lift the bottom half of the 

homely, uncomfortable outfit. I catch sight of the purity ring my parents 

practically assigned to me before the first day of high school in August. The 

silver band is topped with a muted emerald. It does not shine, but it twinkles 

when it catches the light. My wrists are cuffed with another set of buttons 

that keep the sleeves bound together. I manage to move them enough to 

wriggle myself into the skirt.  

Despite Seoul’s September heat, my mom has generously supplied 

me with a black skirt that goes down to cover my ankles. I reach for the soft, 

metal handle of the wooden door. My shirt limits me from extending my arms 

too much. I swallow my irritation as I walk a step closer to push down on the 

handle. Before I get a chance to walk out the door, I glance over at the snowy 

white canvas, sitting calmly on the easel stand. I feel my jaws unclench. A 

small grin tugs at my lips. It clears my head and helps me get through the 

door.  

My dad, mom, and brother form a semicircle near the door. They 

look indisputably like my family, with white at the top and black at the 

bottom. Despite the hot laser beams shooting from their eyes, frigidity is 

evidently the temperature of the room tonight. They fail to hide their 

collective disappointment at my unfixed hair. A satisfying sensation warms 

me up as I realize I don’t fit. I don’t close the circle. We walk in silence 

through the front door, down the elevator, and toward our car.  

As I climb into the back of the car, I bump my knee. It throbs, but I do 

not check to see if it left any marks. I situate myself on the familiar, grey 

leather cushion. As soon as I slam the door shut, the car starts moving. We’re 

heading to the only restaurant we’ve tried as a family, Sushi Hiroshima. It is 

dark enough outside that the windows reflect the opposite side of the car.  I 

can see my brother facing forward with his right hand on top of his left, 

resting in his lap. He keeps his head lifted slightly away from the headrest to 

keep his combed hair tidy. When I slouch even lower in my seat, I notice my 

brother tense up, in response.  

“It’s already a quarter to six,” my dad says. “If I remember correctly, 

which I do, because how many times have I driven this car to the restaurant 
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we’re going to right now, oh right, sixty-fourth time today, it takes thirty 

minutes to get there, not including traffic. It’s rush hour now and there will be 

approximately one-point-eight times more cars squishing their way through, 

around, across from ours.”  

“Husband, I know a shortcut to the restaurant.” My mom speaks 

softly.  

A cumbersome silence follows and I feel the hair on my arms 

standing on end. We never digress from the main roads. Dad’s forehead 

crinkles as his eyes narrow. A corner of his mouth is turned downward, 

causing him to look like a bloodhound pup. I suppress a snort. 

“Turn left on the next signal,” Mom says. “There’ll be a street 

opening up other diagonal streets that cut through the main roads we’ve 

been traveling on.” 

“I trust you, wife.” Dad reaches for the turn signal. It ticks regularly, 

like the clock that had resounded in my head. It is threatening to penetrate 

my consciousness.  

I regulate my breathing, leaving a slit of space between my upper and 

lower lip. The car is quiet enough for my breathing to sound crepitated. I 

focus on my lungs expanding inside me, and try filling the lower parts. I see 

my stomach rise and fall. I breathe into the upper parts, and my chest heaves.  

“Where is this leading us?” Dad’s voice sounds strained.  

No stoplights or crosswalks interrupt the endless rows of shoulder-

height walls of maroon bricks, fixed together with white-grey cement; yet my 

dad seems to feel the need to use his turn signal at every twist of the way. It’s 

becoming a challenge to listen to him whine about not being familiar with the 

roads, not to mention the faithful beat of the turn signals that fit somehow 

with the disarrayed sounds that my dad is producing. An eerie sense of pride 

runs through my veins as I decide to tune out. With the movement of the car, 

I let my head roll slightly from side to side. My thick, black hair forms 

scattered loops around my head. The messiness keeps its loopy form on the 

headrest from the static. Nobody notices. Tonight may not be as bad as the 

other dinners.  

Dad is getting lost. I knew this as soon as he turned away from the 

main street towards the flickering lights of a small convenience store. I tell 

him that it would be best to reverse all the way back, but either my voice is 

too soft or my dad doesn’t think I’m right. As the car keeps winding through 

the streets, I feel my eyelids droop. My shoulders drop as I allow myself to 

relax. 

“What the hell is this?”  

These are very pleasing words to wake up to. I straighten up, little by 

little, my movements limited by my dress shirt. I look to the front. Dad’s neck 

is pink all the way up to his ears, which are as red as uncooked meat. I can 

nearly see his nose twitch with frustration. My heart almost stomps its way 

out of my chest. I am about to clear my throat but decide to swallow instead. 

This is hard, as the inside of my mouth has gone dry, along with my sleepy 

eyes and their crusty surroundings. I am more than tempted to rub my eyes 

as they begin to itch from the dryness.  
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“This is what happens when you do something new. It is out of 

routine, unfamiliar, and most of all, a waste of time. You know what’s really 

important in life?” The voice that had once started out low and strained is 

now at a relatively high volume.  

I check the time by lowering my gaze without moving my head. We 

should have been seated by now. My body is slammed backwards as the 

vehicle springs itself in reverse mode. It is backing away from a blank wall of 

white bricks. On my left is a lamppost with a small metal sign. Dead end, it 

says, in black, painted letters that look as if they dried while dripping. I look at 

the post that is just standing there. There’s something haunting about it. No 

words are spoken and my eyes do not drift to anything else as the sloppiness 

of this whole situation occupies my mind. Like the thick paint of the sign that 

had fallen slowly, we have no other choice than to drive the exact roads we 

drove to get to this stop. My brother, acknowledging mom’s mistake and 

dad’s vexation, offers to drive the rest of the way to the restaurant. Of course 

– it has always been Brother to the Rescue. But Dad will never sit in the 

backseat with me, which leaves Mom to sit where my brother is sitting now. 

These seat changes mean that I will have to straighten my back and devote all 

my efforts to being aware of where I place my hands and how I place them. 

Excluding the obvious, such as wearing a seatbelt or staying in the seats, most 

people would not know that there is a right way to sit in a car. I feel 

uncomfortable, rebellious or at risk, if I’m positioned in any other way. As the 

three shuffle around me, I twist the ring around my fourth finger. Though it 

was more of an assignment than a gift, the ring makes me feel appreciated. 

And to be appreciated is much more satisfying to me than to be wanted or 

needed. All I would ever need to do is be there; my presence would be doing 

the work. To be wanted or needed means having responsibilities. I know I am 

not incapable of being a good friend or daughter, but the pressure is not 

something I would ever like to deal with. With expectations come 

disappointment, and the ratios are horrible – the higher we fly, the faster we 

fall, and the harder we hit the floor. The ring is a promise, hence a 

responsibility. I guess it reminds me that my parents have simple hopes for 

me. It’s simply success measured by the absence of something, not 

something I have to push myself to achieve.  

The car reverses into the parking slot and the sounds of the seatbelts 

releasing ricochet throughout the vehicle. 

“Wow, we got here in fifty minutes?” I mutter as I open the door. I 

hop off the high ledge of the car.  

“It’s actually forty-seven minutes,” a dissatisfied voice replies from 

ahead of me. The slam of the door follows. A pair of furrowed brows and a 

slightly crinkled nose turn to face me for a brief moment.  The body attached 

to these features strides efficiently to the automatic revolving doors of the 

restaurant.  

I start to follow, but my brother stops me. “Your hair looks a bit 

disheveled and your wrinkly skirt is not very helpful. Could you please 

straighten that out before our mother and father catch sight of them?”  
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Though his tone is stern, his smile seems apologetic. My brother’s 

unusual, coffee-brown eyes—his only non-Korean feature—seem to flicker 

with hope. My lips part to respond but my eyes already see his back. I stride a 

little more briskly to catch up, and step into the revolving door. I know it 

perpetually turns at the same speed but it seems terrifyingly slower when I 

am inside it. I step out of the triangle and breathe in as much air as my lungs 

can hold. A waiter recognizes me at the entrance and brings me to my 

family’s table. I arrive just in time to hear my dad order the same set meal for 

all four of us. Every syllable that slips off his tongue makes me gag, it sends 

my back into spasms. Not the stiff kind, the aching kind. It’s too familiar to 

surprise me; yet it still initiates pain. I want to run back to the parking lot and 

breathe the fresh air.  

I situate myself next to my brother and lay the napkin on my lap. I 

look down without moving my head. I catch sight of a brown spot on the 

crinkled surface. With my thumb and my middle finger I flick at it twice, but it 

doesn’t move. I decide to move my whole head and take a proper look at 

what it is – a little spot of soy sauce from the last time somebody used it. Dad 

raises his hand, calls for the waiter, and asks for a new napkin, all the while 

maintaining eye contact with me. My table napkin is replaced with a fresh 

one that’s still warm from the dryer. Along with the napkin come the plates of 

salad topped with grilled salmon. My mom and my brother clear their 

throats. My dad readjusts his collars. I pick up my fork and poke a piece of 

salmon and a bunch of green vegetables underneath. The salad here always 

has too much vinegar compared to the oil, the way I like it. The sound of the 

lettuce crunching fills the room. My dad raises his arm again, along with his 

voice. The table waiter shuffles his way to our table with his well-polished 

black shoes and unreserved smile. He pulls out the order sheet from the front 

pocket of his stained apron, to which he’s clipped a black pen that’s almost as 

shiny as his shoes.  

“Did I not order the Sashimi Course A?” 

“Yes, sir, you did.” The waiter double-checks the piece of paper. He 

brings out a menu from his back. “Would you like to order an additional 

dish?” 

“Have the dishes in Course A changed in the nine days since we last 

visited?” Dad interrupts. I guess he doesn’t want anything else from the 

menu. 

“I believe not, sir. Is there a problem?” The smile is fixed on his face 

as if someone is pulling on each end of his lips. It’d be easier if someone could 

do that for me any time I converse with my parents. Not converse – any time 

they inform me.  

“Where is the edamame? It’s always the green beans, then the 

salad.” 

“Right. Sorry, sir. We’re missing some of our workers today. I’ll get it 

to you right away,” the waiter is mumbling really fast, the smile still plastered 

on his face. 

“You seem like a nice gentleman just doing his job. But do you know 

why the edamame is put in your hands before anything else? Do you know 
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why your customers that order this specific course want, and deserve, the 

beans first?” 

“No, sir, but I am truly sorry about the inconven–” 

“Sorry doesn’t cut it, young man. Imagine if we had been too 

distracted to think about what was given to us and simply eaten the salad. 

What do you think that would do to us?” As my dad speaks, I feel the 

remainder of the salmon burning on my tongue. If I weren’t so tired tonight, I 

would have quickly pooled my saliva and swallowed the taste. But I am, so I 

let it linger on the salty taste buds. 

“It’s a good thing you didn’t,” the waiter tries to laugh off the lecture. 

“Pardon me? I will personally educate you in the way food is 

supposed to be tasted, savored, and eaten. Our taste buds are incredible. 

They also play an incredibly important role to the digestive system in our 

stomachs. Do you know why? I’ll say it, just in case you don’t. Our taste buds 

get upset when there is a sudden change of tastes, such as spicy to sweet, or 

salty to bitter. Our stomach acids rise up to the revolting tastes and cause our 

throats to feel hot and burning. In our case, the edamame is to prime our 

taste buds. The green salad with the salmon is for our taste buds to feel the 

lightly salted salmon that accompanies the mild taste of the green vegetables. 

The egg soufflé, which I expect will be served in the right order after you sort 

this disaster out, is to cure the boring and plain tastes and to give a little 

sweetness to comfort the tongue. It also prepares it for the big climax. If you 

don’t know what comes next, it’s the main sashimi. Now obviously, there are 

all sorts of different tastes of fish. That’s why the next course is the traditional 

bean stew. The flavor is so strong it overtakes the unattractive taste that 

otherwise would have stayed in our mouths,” Dad is giving his usual 

monologue.  

I am about to tune out but the waiter turns to leave. My eyes widen 

in interest, as nobody is ever allowed to walk away when dad is saying 

something. I cry in my heart and pray five times for the waiter. I also 

remember to praise him for giving me a chance to see what it’s like for my 

dad to be interrupted. 

“Sir, the other tables need to order. I will make sure to serve the 

remainder of this course in the correct order,” the waiter explains himself. He 

is on his second step out and Dad’s ears are already the color of the salmon 

on our salads.  

“Do you know who’s paying for your job? Don’t you know that the 

customer is king? I could speak to your boss if you think it’s necessary. Before 

I do, though, I do need to finish educating your ignorant brain. I would’ve 

thought that something relatively decent was going on up there. Your smile’s 

fooling everybody. So, the raspberry sherbet. It’s there to freshen up the 

entire process. Then the coffee to top it off, because who doesn’t love 

coffee?” 

“I love coffee, Sir.”  

Of course he agrees with dad. My heart stops praying.  I see the 

order sheet trembling. The waiter’s smile is tense now. Maybe his jaw is 
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locked or he needs to stop his teeth from chattering. My heart slows down to 

a normal rate.   

The rest of the order files in. We talk about where my brother is 

going for college. None of his early applications have been accepted yet. He 

says he would be happy with Princeton.  

“What about you?” My brother directs his question at me. “Have you 

started thinking about your AP classes yet?” 

“She should be doing the AP U.S. History, son,” my dad replies. 

“What do you want to be when you grow up?” I ask my brother in 

turn. There is no point in arguing with Dad. It would be a three-against-one 

situation.  

My brother doesn’t say anything. 

I rephrase my question. “What’s your dream?”  

“Wife, I talked to a worker on our floor today,” Dad interrupts. “He 

was talking about his wife needing a job and I offered her a job to work at our 

house as a housekeeper.”  

My stomach is full.  

I don’t know if any of what my dad says is true. I have memorized the 

process by heart, but I wonder why I have never tried doing it any other way 

until tonight. I loved the salad and salmon before my green peas. The peas 

got rid of the salmon taste so that it wouldn’t get mixed up with the 

sweetness of the egg soufflé. I swallow my burp. Just the thought of more 

food makes my stomach feel bloated. We are on our way to the car now. The 

sky droops low and I wish it were coated in a sheet of glass so that the sky 

could glisten even without the stars. The darkness swallows everything up. As 

soon as I have situated myself in my seat, I release tension in my eyes and a 

different darkness swallows my vision. 

I wake up to the grey parking lot of our apartment. As the four of us 

climb out and shut the door, I know what everybody will be doing after we 

ride the elevator and reach the house. The three will sit in front of the 

television to catch the news on time while I use my homework as an excuse 

to skip out. Mom and Dad have accepted the fact that I take longer than my 

brother does to complete the assignments. The elevator stops on the 

thirteenth floor. I step out first, open the front door, and hold it open, as I’m 

the youngest one in the family. Blackie runs over to the door. He got out 

again from his cage. We really need to get a new one, but I’m glad that we 

haven’t. I smile and let him rub his ears against my leg.  

“Shut the door. The more you leave it open, the more mosquitoes 

will come in to suck our blood,” my dad yells.  

I pat Blackie’s head a few times before he runs into the living room. I 

shake off my shoes and file them neatly in front of the shoe closet before 

chasing after the little puppy. I know mom and dad will flip out if they see him 

on the loose in their impeccably clean apartment. I find him trying to jump up 

onto the black leather sofa. He’s making scratches on the legs of the 

furniture, and shedding black hair that I will have to clean later on. His shining 

eyes jump out from the other parts of his face and it makes me want to just 

sit down and claw at whatever’s in front with him. My brother hurries in to 
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turn on the television and set the cushions in the right places. Without saying 

a word, he marches to the only creature I can relate to, and picks it up. 

“Use two hands,” I mutter. He doesn’t. “Put your left hand under his 

tail,” I say, a little louder this time. I watch my brother in awe as he casually 

walks over to Blackie’s cage, carrying the puppy by its two front legs. Blackie 

whimpers.  

“Give me Blackie. I’ll put him back,” I say in an undertone. I learned 

from my dad that a louder voice does not get my point across any better. I try 

to take Blackie from him and feel only tension in my brother’s hands. My 

brother and I always disagree, but never have we fought. I feel my throat 

tighten. “What the hell,” I spit my words out without taking my eyes off 

Blackie. “Don’t treat him like dad treats you.” My brother tightens his grip. 

“Stop. You’re going to hurt him,” I feel my cheeks growing hotter. 

The cuff of the crisp shirt restricts me from initiating any smooth motions of 

my wrists.  

Dad comes over and snaps Blackie out of both of our hands. Dad 

glides over to the cage and tosses the puppy in. He doesn’t forget to lock it. It 

is worse than what my brother has previously been doing. I feel dinner 

threatening to rise into my mouth to stop the thoughts in my head from 

coming out through my tongue. I direct my wrath to my legs. I want to stomp, 

or even jump up and down. I am breathless just walking past the kitchen 

through a dark, narrow corridor but I reach my bedroom. 

My chest heaves up and down. My arms are weighted on my knees 

and I can barely see through the jungle of my hair over my face. I slide down 

and sit with my back against the door. I look to my left and see the canvas still 

blank. I grab the paintbrush and squeeze the black paint directly onto it. I flick 

the paintbrush to the right, to the left, upwards. There isn’t enough paint for 

me to paint downwards. I squeeze more paint onto the brush. My wrists feel 

strained. I can see the red marks the clothes are leaving. I don’t stop. My 

palms are sweaty and dented by my fingernails, which are held tightly against 

them.  

I hate muffling the sounds of a sob with a pillow because I feel like 

I’m breathing in dust. I just swallow the gasp for air and shove it down into 

my heart. My shoulders move quickly up and down three times before I can 

bite my lip to let the actual wet, salty liquid spill out of my eyes.  

I walk over to the closet to change. I unbutton my shirt.  

“Have you hung your clothes yet?” Mom calls from the laundry room.  

No clothes are allowed to be lying around the room. Skirts and any 

other type of pants should be folded. Any top garment should be at the top 

so it doesn’t create creases and wrinkles. Just hung in my closet.  

“I’ll do them now,” I reply. No reply means mom barging into my 

room to make sure I am not doing anything bizarre like throwing my knit skirt 

over my chair instead of folding neatly and putting it in the closet. I pull the 

white shirt over my head but the button closest to my neck stops it from 

sliding out completely. I cough up another burp. I know I won’t be throwing 

up tonight after all. I look at the empty hanger. Its bareness emphasizes the 

whiteness of it all. I look to the left, where my school uniform vest sits. I grab 
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vest by the collars and pull where my left arm is supposed to go over my 

neck. My hands reach for the next piece of clothing. A soft-grey knit cardigan 

slips off the hanger effortlessly. I grab both sleeves and place the left sleeve 

on my left shoulder, right sleeve on my right shoulder. My arms start to ache 

in the high position that I’m holding them up at. I let them drop and both 

sleeves meet in front of each collarbone. I fasten a knot. I find a woven, 

brown leather belt hanging on the left side of the closet door. I first received 

it attached to a skirt but had cut it out. I use it to do the same thing I had 

done with the cardigan. It provides a stronger grasp around my neck. I 

breathe as if to create the frosty breath on a cold winter day outside. I look to 

the right door and look hard at my reflection. I see a transparent streak of 

what I could never say to my family flowing through the canvas of my face. 

Past my nose, past my lips, curling under my chin as the curve gives them no 

other choice. I snatch the dark blue sweater I got as a team member of the 

middle school forensics team. My hands grip on the grey hoodie I wear when 

I’m cold before going to bed. I cannot stand; my upper half is getting too 

heavy. My knees hit the floor and I let my back lean against the right door. I 

can taste the wetness of my breath on the blouse I wore to dinner just half an 

hour ago. I stand up to finish. There is a teal scarf I bought for a charity event. 

My brother knew our parents would make me throw it out if they saw it. It 

was too colorful to fit into my closet. He helped me hide it in the second 

drawer of the closet, behind all the clothes. I have to take the rolling drawer 

completely out of its habitat to reach it. I use my feet to pull the drawer out 

until it’s sitting on my bedroom floor by itself, detached from the closet. I try 

to lie down on my chest but only my thighs touch the ground. My toes are 

arched up, pressing against the ground to support the weight of everything 

below my knees. I am like a downhill slope with a drop at the end of the hill. 

Bigger than expected. More serious than anybody is ready for. I feel 

lightheaded. I inch my arms forward into the blank space where my drawer 

used to sit. I don’t see the teal scarf. I twist my legs away from the closet. The 

top of my head touches the first drawer. I lift my arms above me, my biceps 

squishing against the thick masterpiece I created. I swipe the dusty ground a 

few times before realizing that with each swipe, I had brought the scarf closer 

to the end of the blank space. I tilt my head and let my left cheek to rest on 

the grey hoodie. The new salt droplets plop themselves on the bare floor. I 

thought tears were supposed to be transparent. I see them soiling the floor 

that the cleaner swipes over twice a day. Like soiling the beauty of the 

diamond-fresh snow with muddy footprints. My tears glisten in the darkness. 

Like the stars of the night sky, or the glass that portrays something unreal to 

knock hope into the eyes. There is too much glass. 

I feel a warm breeze. The smell of salty air accompanies the perfect 

temperature of the wind. I keep walking and walking. I occasionally step on 

some seashells but I don’t feel anything. A painless journey. 

  

* * * 
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Sitting on the gravelly beach, he has a puzzled look of bewilderment 

on his face. Each pebble that is in contact with this man makes him stiff with 

vulnerability. The man is wearing a suit, and a rumpled blue shirt with a tie 

that ends a few inches above his navel. He has on maroon socks that match 

the style of his suit. The tie has blue-and-white stripes running in a horizontal 

angle. He lifts the top flap of the tie. The lines are drawn as straight as the 

edges of photographs, or the signal of a long-gone heartbeat. He stares at it 

long enough to make his eyes water. I keep walking to the steady rhythm of 

the waves crashing the heavy gravel against the shoreline. It is eerily 

comforting. I see him let his hands fall. As he loses contact with his tie, the 

cheap and aged black watch on his wrist is slapped onto the sand. It makes a 

soft clank as it is cushioned with sharp stones of brown and black colors.  

 The man has dark bushy hair, which is unkempt and wavy. 

He is wearing black, horn-rimmed glasses, which shade the emotions in his 

eyes. It causes the look of indifference on his face. It is late afternoon. A dark 

shadow hangs over his left side, between himself and a box. The box is in an 

old case that is wrinkled and worn. The dark, tan-colored zipper on the side is 

closed all the way. He brushes individual stones off the box and keeps it close 

to him. 

 The man diverts his gaze towards me but from the look in his 

eyes, I does not notice me the way I do. His eyes are empty, and his eyebrows 

droop as if to block his vision. His eyes flick, catching glimpses of the lifeless 

activity around him. Then he struggles to bring his focus back to the sea, 

looking past me. Occasionally, he lifts his hand toward the box and brushes 

off the light layer of excess sand that has compiled from the whispers of the 

wind. The waves grow louder with every flick of his wrist. I stand still. I am 

only about ten feet away now. He knows it will make no difference in the 

space he chooses to sit, but uses his legs for the first time in hours to move 

forward. The wind swirls around me but I maintain perfect balance with my 

feet in the sandy water. The coolness of the wind barely affects the man. He 

grasps the box more tightly as his fingers grow slippery with sweat. The man’s 

face starts to reflect a darker shade of pink. His glasses threaten to slide all 

the way down to the tip of his nose, where the most sweat has accumulated. 

The waves usher him to sit down again, this time on wet sand and larger, 

sharper pebbles. 

The sky is turning to a muted shade of grey. The pebbles no longer 

bother him. The box is laid diagonally, slightly behind him now. He cannot 

afford to get it wet yet. He thinks of slipping it inside his jacket to be sure, but 

decides otherwise, remembering how tightly his suit fits. For a moment he 

considers finding some other way to hold it closer to his person. It never 

occurs to him to place it in his lap. It remains by his side and his eyes never 

wander to it.  

His brow wrinkles as a cool draught envelops the beach. His nose 

twitches as bits of dry sand blow across his face. A few grains stick to his 

tongue and he tastes their bitterness. A bird flies overhead and he wearily 

shades his eyes as he looks up at it. The bird’s wings seems to weigh it down 

but it soars higher and higher until his neck has to overextend to keep 
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watching it. He lowers his face from the straining position and his eyes 

wander down to see there is now a subtle orange glow behind the vast 

darkness spread out in front of him. Flies continue to dart in and out of his 

vision. He makes some cursory attempts to shoo them away before giving up. 

A fly lands on his forehead, now covered in large beads of sweat. His 

forehead is pale, in contrast with the rest of his face, which has settled to the 

color of a frosted cupcake under orange lights.  

The sun beats down and sweat covers his forehead. He suddenly falls 

to the ground, letting his arms curl inwards, towards what proved to be alive. 

He opens his mouth, but I am too far away to hear. His body seems to be 

disconnected to his demands. I focus on his eyes again: they are black with 

brown mixed in.  The mesmerizing pair rolls back and forth, searching for 

something in the vast body of water set in front of him. I realize I am staring. 

His bony, flushed cheeks and his truncated nose moved up and down a little 

every time the wind tickles it.  

He catches a glimpse of the box once more. The lack of vivaciousness 

in the man’s eyes is familiar. He reaches up to scrunch his already nested hair.  

I pat down my water-soaked head. He hesitates to open the box. He shifts his 

position and drops his head between his knees, as if directing the heaviness 

to flow or fall or drop away.  

The man trails his fingers along the border of the box. His fingers 

reach the pieces of tape on top of the latch that holds the contents safe 

inside. The box comes easily off the ground and doesn’t make a sound when 

he shakes it. Or maybe I am still too far away. The tape doesn’t peel cleanly. 

The waves come crashing slower, calmer now. The wind has died. The man 

pulls the crest out from under the envelope. Giving it one last kiss, he trudges 

towards the shoreline. His shoes are wet and his eyes are moist. He pushes 

the crest from the cradle of his arm, out towards me. It floats a little, bobbing 

aimlessly. He lifts the box up again, and his tears sprinkle the top, as if to 

decorate the crest. He pulls one leg after the other, moving forward, until the 

waves are too strong for him to stand steadily. The crest is still in his arms, 

and his feet float along with the current. I wonder if he can see me now. 
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